Colon Cancer and Immunotherapy: CD40 Ligand as a Potential Therapeutic Target
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Abstract

CD40, a member of the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) superfamily, is broadly expressed on a variety of cells. There are studies to suggest that the expression of CD40 is correlated to several malignancies, while its innate therapeutic qualities are yet to be confirmed. Colon cancer is one of the most common cancers, while little can be done for the patients with advance colon cancer even at the presence time. CD40 are present in the colon cancer, and are a possible therapeutic immunotherapy target in order to enhance the overall survival rates of the patients with advanced disease.
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Introduction

CD40 and its ligand CD40L (CD154), members of the tumor necrosis factor (TNF) super-family, have a key role in the functions of the immune system. It is well known that CD40 is widely expressed in monocytes, dendritic cells, endothelial cells, epithelial cells, platelets and fibroblasts. However, CD40 expression was observed not only in cells related to the immune system, but also in cells of several different types of carcinomas, such as in the ovary, breast, lung, renal, melanoma and colon among others. CD40 it appears to initiate the differentiation and the proliferation of certain cell types [1].

The CD40 ligand CD154 has been most commonly observed on activated CD4+ T lymphocytes and secondly on activated CD8+ T lymphocytes, eosinophils and B lymphocytes as well. Connection of the CD40 with its ligand CD154, results in the activation of both the humoral and cellular immune response systems via the professional antigen presenting cells (APCs) and T cells [2]. While some researchers suggest that CD40 expression on tumor cells act as possible receptors for mitogenic signals, it is proven that the CD154 on tumor cells results in growth inhibition and sensitization to apoptosis. Furthermore, the expression of CD40 in lung cancer is established as a crucial biomarker for the extension and the outcome of the disease [3].

Methods-Search Strategy - Study Selection

A literature search was conducted in February 2017, in the PubMed electronic database, using the following search terms in different combinations: "CD40", "CD154", "Colon Cancer" and "Immunotherapy", "CD40 ligand". No limits were applied. Manual reference checks were performed on bibliographies of accepted articles. The aim was to identify relevant studies reporting possible effects and possibilities of CD40 and CD40 ligand as a therapeutic target for colon cancer. Initially, all the titles and abstracts were screened. Original articles were considered potentially eligible if they included clinical trials and experimental models trials. The authors then proceeded to read the full texts of the potentially eligible studies, applying inclusion and exclusion criteria. Studies that met the following criteria were selected: original articles, clinical trials, review articles, editorials and letters to editors.

Results and Discussion

Epithelial cells usually respond to CD40 activation by cytokine secretion, while fibroblasts and endothelial cells by increased proliferation. On the contrary, cell growth inhibition has been observed in an amount of malignancies following CD40 ligation by soluble antagonists (i.e., sCD40L) or antagonistic anti-CD40 antibody. Soluble antagonists are growth-inhibitory; they are weakly proapoptotic, unless protein synthesis is blocked using pharmacologic agents. CD40 ligation by membrane presented CD40L (mCD40L) on the other hand, induces extensive death in carcinoma cells without pharmacological intervention.

Colon cancer is one of the most common malignancies and one of the leading causes of cancer related deaths worldwide. Although progress in medicine in the recent past years is great, treatment of the advanced colon cancer still remains inadequate [4]. Nowadays, wide surgical excision combined with adjuvant and/or neo-adjuvant therapy is the gold standard therapy provided. As a result, newer approaches in systemic therapy are needed to improve the overall survival rate of the colon cancer patients. The most promising therapy towards this direction is tumor immunotherapy for colon cancer.

The immune system of tumor-bearing patients has failed to eliminate malignant tumors effectively, because either of a lack of recognizable tumor antigens or the inability of the tumor antigens to elicit an effective immune response. The aim of many immunotherapy approaches is to modify the microenvironment of the tumor antigen or the priming site such that inflammatory cytokines are generated and the target antigens are challenged into the APCs [5]. If the APCs express the appropriate co-stimulatory molecules, they could lead to enhanced presentation of tumor antigens to T cells and the activation of antitumor immune response as a result.

Ex vivo infection of tumor cells with the CD154 gene or in vivo
infection of CD40L gene it has been shown induction of antitumor immunity against different tumor cell lines in subcutaneous experimental models. Furthermore, immunization with \textit{in vivo} modified tumor cells that express CD154 can eliminate established tumors according to Tomonori I, et al. [6]. On the other hand, immunization with tumor cells that have been modified \textit{ex vivo} to express CD154 it is not sufficient enough to eliminate an already established tumor in the clinical practice.

The antitumor effects caused by CD154 have shown long-term survival and resistance to rechallenge with parental tumor cells, signifying the persistent nature of the immune protection. This therapy not only eradicated the original colon cancer but also prevented metastasis to the lungs and the liver in the prevention mode [6]. Moreover, this therapy was very effective in the treatment model.

**Conclusion**

CD40L immunogene therapy may indicate the possibility of being a new therapeutic option against colon cancer, metastatic to the liver or lung. Despite of the incomplete understanding of the biologic role of CD40 expression on tumor cells and its influence on the initiation on tumor growth, the large part of data is evidencing on its potential role as a target for cancer immunotherapy. In addition, the evidence about the negative role of CD-40 ligation may be used as well for the development of means for its blocking.
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